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Defining Equity

 

What is “equity”?
Equity is a commitment to giving every student what they 
need to participate fully in the opportunities that 
education can make possible. The focus of equity work is 
to remove the barriers that limit success for all children. 
Equitable practices involve giving some people more than 
others and being okay with that.



District 200 Equity Plan
Recent Work and Updates

 ● Equity Task Force Overview and Updates
○ Equity Mission and Practice
○ Defined Equity Practice Roles

● Equity Work Plan 
○ Crosswalk with Task Force Recommendations
○ Equity Framework
○ Updates on Work Projects



Equity Task Force

 
In August, CUSD 200 formed an Equity Task Force 
consisting of administrators, teachers, parents,  
community members and a school board member. The 
Equity Task Force outlined equity practice roles for CUSD 
200 stakeholders and will work to provide the Board of 
Education with recommendations to advance equity. 



Equity Mission & Practice

 

Our equity mission is to eliminate persistent racial and other demographic (sexual orientation, gender, 
gender identity, immigration status, class, ability, religion, and ethnicity) disparities in achievement while 
improving all students’ academic outcomes. We will disrupt these patterns by engaging in “equity practice,” 
identifying and discontinuing inequities. 
Equity practice requires: 

● examining individual and organizational beliefs
● identifying barriers to opportunity and development 
● changing and discontinuing practices to counteract racism and discrimination’s contemporary 

and historical impact 
● working to become anti-racist.  
● the entire organization to view all work through an equity lens: Does the practice advance equity 

or further inequities? 
Equity Practice = Identifying and Discontinuing Inequities 



Recommendations from the Equity Task Force
Board Member Equity Practice Role

 
● Eliminate the use of deficit perspective language when discussing 

racial disparities or referring to students of color. 
● Commit to advancing equity and taking action. 
● Support policies and programming that advance equity.
● Validate, learn about, and work to disrupt systems that disadvantage 

traditionally marginalized groups.
● Listen, learn, and grow to be an anti-racist.



Recommendations from the Equity Task Force
Administrator Equity Practice Role

 
● Develop and support equity leadership and equity education at the school 

and district level.
● Cultivate leadership around equity within staff so they can be equity 

advocates and assist in leading this change. 
● Create safe and brave spaces for students, teachers, and staff to engage in 

courageous racial discourse and other difficult conversations. 
● Develop accountability measures for progress on individual and systemic 

goals around equity.
● Listen, learn, and grow to be an anti-racist



Recommendations from the Equity Task Force
Teacher Equity Practice Role

 

● Be open and willing to actively listen and learn from the experiences and 
perspectives of students and parents.

● Learn about the individual barriers students face and take action to help 
them overcome those barriers.

● Be comfortable with being uncomfortable.
● Engage in ongoing learning and reflection in the areas of equity, race, 

racism, and anti-racism.
● Listen, learn, and grow to be an anti-racist



Recommendations from the Equity Task Force
Student Equity Practice Role

 

● Advocate for others and challenge systems that perpetuate inequality.
● Develop race-consciousness and appreciation for who you are and who 

others are.
● Take on an active role in the community and participate as a global 

citizen.
● Share your voice and perspectives. 
● Collaborate and support others in challenging racism and inequity. 
● Listen, learn, and grow to be an anti-racist



Recommendations from the Equity Task Force
Parent and Community Member Equity Practice Role

 

● Be an active citizen, exercise your right to vote, and educate youth as they 
progress through schooling on being better citizens.

● Support anti-racist policies and advocate for anti-racism. 
● Engage in conversations with individuals, family members, and community 

members regarding race, racism, and anti-racism.
● Engage in dialogues around the benefits of diversity, along with identifying 

and discontinuing inequities. 
● Embrace diverse perspectives, backgrounds, and interests. 
● Listen, learn, and grow to be an anti-racist



CUSD 200 Equity Work Plan 

CUSD 200 created an equity statement and work plan to outline major 
tasks for the 2020-2021 school year. This plan includes priorities for 
the following areas:
● Professional Learning
● Restorative Practices
● Curriculum and Programming
● Social Emotional Learning
● Diverse Hiring Practices
● Family and Community Engagement



Crosswalk of the Task Force Outcomes  
and D200 Work Plan

 The Equity Task Force expanded on the work of the D200 Work Plan

○ Communicating equity mission, open mindness and reflection
○ Focused Equity Learning Plan
○ Establishing connections and inclusiveness
○ Elevate student and parent voice
○ Advocate for the hiring of diverse candidates

Crosswalk

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1s8bCm0sIrEHYhvYG-d9OzdR3rr17P_elXF4I_BUtaGE/edit?usp=sharing


Equity Framework

 



Professional Learning

 

● School-Based Equity Teams 
○ Trained by Dr. Tyrone Howard

● Winter / Spring Learning Series: New Understandings District-Wide 
○ The Changing Racial and Ethnic Makeup of Schools
○ Anti-Racism 
○ Microaggressions and The Negative Impact 
○ Implicit Bias and the Impact on Students 

● Equity Resource Site 

https://sites.google.com/cusd200.org/equityresources/feb-apr-2021?pli=1&authuser=0


Curriculum, Instruction, Assessment                    
and Professional Learning

Goal: Evaluate and increase resources, curriculum, and programming that recognizes 
and affirms the diversity of the population within the district

1) Expand the collection of diverse texts

2) Professional learning and implementation of Spanish Language Arts Standards 
for Bilingual learners 



Expand the Collection of Diverse Texts

At the elementary level, each library has expanded their collection of diverse texts utilizing Title III 
funds.

At the secondary level, there has been a commitment to expand the collection of texts used in English 
and Language Arts classrooms in which the characters reflect the diversity of our students.  

At the March 10 meeting, an update on the work and recommendations of texts to publicly         
display will be shared with the Board of Education..

Students see their experience reflected = Mirrors

Students connect with perspectives different than their own = 
Windows



Spanish Language Arts Standards

There are two programming models CUSD200 will use to incorporate Spanish Language Arts Standards:
Transitional Bilingual Education (TBE)
Foreign Language Elementary School (FLES)

How does Spanish Language Arts Instruction align with our equity goals?
● Promotes bilingualism and places value on an important skill that some of our English Learners posses.
● Allows English Learners to be viewed from an asset based perspective and reinforces their language and 

culture. 
● Helps to promote a welcoming and inclusive culture in the schools through the learning of a new language.
● Builds upon background knowledge and uses the strengths of English Learners to enrich their learning.  

At the April 14 meeting curriculum and programming updates will be shared with the Board of Education



Questions?


